What are the local and systemic implications of third molar retention?
To establish a relationship between visible third molars (M3s) and increased periodontal probing depths on teeth other than M3s and to examine the hypothesis that the presence of M3s and/or increased probing depths and local inflammation associated with M3s was associated with increased levels of serum inflammatory markers. The data from three previous population studies (Dental Atherosclerosis Risk In Communities [DARIC], Oral Conditions and Pregnancy [OCAP], and National Health and Nutrition Estimates Study [NHANES III]) and the third molar clinical trials of young adults (White et al) are summarized. A secondary analysis determined whether the presence or absence of visible M3s was associated with an increased prevalence of clinical signs of periodontal disease using adjusted logistic regression models. In addition, serum samples collected from the OCAP, DARIC, and White studies were used to measure the markers of systemic inflammation, C-reactive protein, interleukin-6, and soluble intracellular adhesion molecule-1. In young adults, asymptomatic M3s were associated with an increase in periodontal probing depths of at least 4 mm on second molars and an increase in probing depth of at least 2 mm in 24% of subjects after 2 years. Retention of asymptomatic M3s for 6 years led to a significant increase in the number of subjects with a probing depth of 4 mm or more in non-M3 regions of the mouth. Findings from the DARIC, OCAP, and NHANES III further confirmed the association between the M3 probing depth and periodontal inflammation on non-M3s. Retention of M3s in the presence of periodontal inflammation was associated with significant increases in the serum interleukin-6, soluble intracellular adhesion molecule-1, and C-reactive protein levels. Patients deciding to retain M3s should consider the potential long-term effects on their periodontal status and the potential for the retained M3s to serve as a chronic source of inflammation that stresses their systemic health.